PHOTOSHOP: 3.5 CHANGE COLOR

In this tutorial, you will learn how to change the color of objects, like cars, balloons, sweaters and more in Photoshop CC.

Change Color using Hue/Saturation

1. **Hue/Saturation Adjustment**

   Start by creating a new Hue/Saturation adjustment layer and open the properties panel for the adjustment.

2. **Choose Color Category**

   You will see that your color range is set to **Master**. You want to change this to the color you are changing. In this example, the car in the photo is green.

3. **Change Color**

   After selecting your color, click on the Target Adjustment Tool represented by a hand next to the color range drop down. Your curser will turn into an eyedropper. Click on the object that's color you want to change. Click and drag left and right to change **Saturation**, and hold **Command** on your keyboard and click and drag to change **Hue**, or just use the bars in the Properties Panel to change Saturation or Hue of selected object.
This trick is very useful, however, you may come across some trouble if you try to change a color that exists elsewhere in the photo as well, like in this photo of a blue car. The sky and the reflection of the sky in the windows are also blue, so when we changed blue to yellow, the sky and the windows turn yellow too,

There are two ways to fix this problem. Either make a selection around your car BEFORE creating the Hue/Saturation adjustment, or use the Layer Masking feature to erase the blues in the photos that are supposed to remain blue. See 3.2 LAYER MAskS to learn more.